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ABSTRACT

Experiments, carried out in an atmospheric pressure oil-fired
burner, which were designed to investigate the formation of nitric
oxide from organic nitrogen contained in fossil fuels show that turbulent
mixing significantly affects the NO emissions. In combustion
characterized by poor initial fuel:air mixing, the exhaust NO
roncentration is much less than that observed in a flow of more uniform

composition. A kinetic model for the conversion process is deduced
from the results of premixed flame experiments. The interaction of
chemical kinetics and turbulent mixing is explored, and a statistical
collision model for the interaction is developed. The kinetic model is
incorporated into a simple model describing the flow nonuniformities in
the burner and is shown to predict the observed NO emissions.
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L. Introduction

As a consequence of recent system and engineering research

(1-7) : : op

studies, it has now come to be recognized that, in addition

to the formation of nitrogen oxides (NO_) via the well-known Zel'

dovich mechanism, the organic nitrogen contained in fossil fuels

could be an important source on NO_ emissions from stationary combus-

tion sources.

Unfortunately, with the current limited data on the total quantity

of organic nitrogen present in the various grades and types of fuel oil

and coal which are presently being used in the U.S., and our even more

limited understanding of the chemical processes which are responsible

for the conversion of fuel nitrogen to NO_ , it is difficult to make

accurate assessments of the present and possible future magnitudes of

the problem. In an attempt to do this, we observed that in 1968 elec-

Eric utility and industrial combustion sources were estimated £2428 to

account for 7.4 x 10° tons of the total 16.0 x 10° tons of NO calculated

as NO) emitted into the atmosphere of the continental United States by

human activities. Based on figures taken from the Bureau of Mines' Sim-

ulated Model for Future Energy Demands, (8) we estimate that these

industries consumed approximately 4.6 x 10° tons of bituminous coal

and 9.08 x 108 bbl. (= 1.3 x 10° tons) of petroleum and natural gas

liquids. As mentioned previously, estimates of the amount of elemental

nitrogen contained in coal and fuel oils are varied and uncertain. How-

(9) , . : . . cys .

ever, analyses on the distribution of nitrogen in Wilmington (Cali-

fornia) crude oil give an average of 0.64 per cent by weight, and



because the majority of the organic nitrogen compounds identified in

the crude oil only begin to distil out significantly at temperatures

greater than 400°C, the average concentration of elemental nitrogen

in the residual grades of the oil is higher, typically greater than 1

per cent by weight. For U.S. coals, Spiers (10) compiled data which

indicate that they contain an average of between 1 per cent and 1.75 per

cent nitrogen by weight. (European soft coals appear to contain a

greater percentage.)

The Esso NO_ System Study (2) has reported field data from a West

Coast Utility Company which indicate that for power stations having

capacities in the range 175-480 M.W. and burning fuel oil containing 1

per cent nitrogen by weight, between 12 per cent and 20 per cent of this

may be converted to NO. Controlled laboratory studies, (376) on the

other hand, indicate that nitrogen contained in additives of the types

found in residual fuel oils and coal is converted to NO via combustion

in somewhat larger proportions than the limited field studies indicate.

If we therefore take a 20 per cent conversion as being a conservative

figure, it appears that in 1968 about 3.8 x 10° tons or slightly more

than one-half of the NO_ emitted by electric utilities and industrial

combustion may well have been derived from nitrogen contained in the

fuel.

The importance of the fuel nitrogen in the production of NO_ is

clearly illustrated by the trends of the emissions from stationary

combustion sources in the Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control

Cs (11) :

District since 1959, see Figure 1. In 1959, Rules 62 and 62.1
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of the A.P.C.D. prohibited the combustion of any fuel containing more

than 0.5 per cent sulfur by weight. (12) Prior to 1967 this was

accomplished by replacing high-sulfur fuel oils (primarily Californian

residuals) with natural gas to the extent of available supplies, in-

creasing the proportion of stationary combustion fueled by natural gas

from 50 per cent to 80 per cent of the total fuel consumed. In 1967

the natural gas was supplemented with low-sulfur fuel oils from Indonesia

and Alaska, virtually eliminating the combustion of high sulfur oils in

the Los Angeles Basin. The bound nitrogen content of natural gas is

negligible and the Indonesian and Alaskan oils have a small concentration

of organic nitrogen. The Californian crudes, on the other hand, have a

. . (10) . .

high nitrogen content. Thus, the reduction of NO_ emissions from

stationary sources during a time of steadily increasing electric power

production may be, at least in part, attributed to the decreased

fuel bound nitrogen, a side effect of the efforts to reduce the SO,

emissions.

The fact that this source of NO_ could become even more important

over the next few decades is made evident by the following considerations:

(1) Bituminous coal deposits, which probably contain more than 1 per cent

of elemental nitrogen, form the world's largest fossil fuel reserve. (13)

The Bureau of Mines' (8) estimate of the coal demand of U.S. industry and

the electrical utilities indicate that it may double between the years

1966 and 2000. (2) Shale oil and tar sand deposits, which will probably

assume increasing importance as sources of primary hydrocarbons in the

J.S5., are known to contain a high proportion of nitrogen-bearing compounds.
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A recent analysis (9) of typical gas oils prepared from Green River

(Colorado) oil shale was shown to contain between 1.37 per cent and

1.79 per cent by weight of elemental nitrogen.

Various control methods for limiting NO_ emissions from large-

scale stationary sources are actively being investigated. Reference 14

contains a detailed review of those techniques currently in use. Meth-

ods which seek to remove NO by scrubbing the flue gases may prove too

costly and, even if economically feasible processes are developed,

may be undesirable due to the reduced plume buoyancy as a result of the

scrubbing process, thereby making the dispersion of remaining pollutants

14less efficient.’ ) Those methods which attempt to reduce the NO forma-

tion by changing the combusion conditions are based upon the Zel'dovich

mechanism for the formation of NO from nitrogen in the air. (14) It is not

immediately apparent that such methods will work for the elemental nitro-

gen contained in fuels. Recent experimental evidence ©) suggests that

cooled flue gas recirculation, which acts to reduce the peak flame temp-

eratures, is effective in reducing thermal NO but not fuel nitrogen con-

version. On the other hand, two stage combustion, in which the fuel is

initially burned under rich conditions and then diluted with additional

air to allow complete combustion, may reduce NO formation due to both

mechanisms. As of this writing, there is no proposed or tested kinetic

scheme which could claim to explain how NO is formed from the fuel

nitrogen.

In this thesis experimental measurements are reported which indicate

that, in a practical combustor, fluid mechanical mixing plays a major
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role in determining the net conversion of fuel-nitrogen to nitric oxide.

In combustion characterized by poor fuel:air mixing, the exhaust NO

concentration is less than that observed in a flow of more uniform

composition. In order to understand these results a kinetic model is

. . (15, 16)
deduced from the results of recent premixed flame experiments.

In addition, models of the interaction of chemical kinetics and turbu-

lent mixing processes are explored. The kinetic model is incorporated

into a simple model which describes the flow nonuniformities in the

burner and is shown to predict the observed NO emissions.
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2. Turbulent Flow Combustor Experiments

2.1 Experimental Details

Experiments to simulate the conversion of fuel nitrogen to NO in

realistic combustion systems were carried out using a tubular combustor

(4 inch internal diameter; 24 inch overall length) which was originally

constructed as a practical model to study the effects of standard burner

design and operating variables and to provide a reasonably simple flow

-1pattern. Kerosene fuel was burned at a rate of about 1.3 x 10° BTU hr.

. . . . 6 -1 -3 -1 .
the resulting combustion intensity of 10 BTU hr. ft. atm. is, thus,

in the range of current steam and gas turbine designs. Figure 2 is a

schematic of the combustor. Fuel was admitted through a pneumatic

atomizing nozzle using compressed air. Varying the air pressure had the

effect of altering the initial fuel distribution in the combustor, i.e.,

a high atomizing pressure (29 psig) resulted in rapid fuel:air mixing,

while a low atomizing pressure (12 psig) resulted in poor mixing.

Combustion air (about 95 per cent of the total air flow) was supplied at

atmospheric pressure and given swirl by a stationary 45° blade angle

swirler. The total air flow of about 125 lbm. net was kept constant

while the fuel flow rate was changed to obtain variable equivalence ratio.

Sample gases were removed using a water-cooled, stainless-steel

probe and then subject to analysis. The variation in gas composition

across any cross section of the burner was measured to be less than +20

per cent of the centerline value. Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide

were measured with Beckman Model 315A Nondispersive Infrared Analyzers,

nitric oxide with a Thermo Electron Model 10A Chemiluminescent Analyzer,
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and oxygen with a Beckman Model 777 Oxygen Analyzer. The measured data

were corrected for water removal in the condensor and presented on a

"wet" basis. More detailed descriptions of the combustor and instrumen-

tation may be found in Reference 17.

In order to simulate the combustion of fuel oils containing organi-

cally bound nitrogen, the kerosene (see Table I for an analysis of the

fuel) was doped with pyridine or pyrrole to amount to 1/4, 1/2, and 1

per cent of nitrogen by weight. These additives were chosen as typical

of the forms in which nitrogen is found in residual fuel oils and the

concentrations span the range found in most such oils without being so

large as to significantly affect the combustion. Preliminary results of

these experiments have been presented previously in References 18 and 19.

2.2 Exhaust Nitric Oxide Concentrations

Figures 3a to 3c show the NO concentrations (ppm) measured at the

end of the combustor as a function of the overall fuel:air equivalence

ratio. The solid points represent the measurements obtained with a

pyridine additive, and the open points are the pyrrole data. For any

atomizing pressure, there are no systematic differences between the two

sets of data. All of the measurements were made after the combustor had

achieved steady-state operating conditions. Furthermore, since the small

amounts of additive did not significantly affect the heating value of the

fuel, the thermal fixation of atmospheric nitrogen should not be affected

at local equivalence ratios where the total NO level is much below egqui-

librium. (N.B. There was no difference between the exhaust CO concentra-

tions with or without the additive, see Figure 4)
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The full lines in Figures 3a to 3c represent the total amount of

nitrogen added to the fuel. The broken lines add to this the total

local nitric oxide due to thermal fixation. These thermal fixation

estimates were shown, in Reference 17, to be in good agreement with

measured levels of NO in the combustion of pure kerosene. At high

atomizing pressures (good fuel:air mixing) and lean combustion with 0.25

per cent N by weight in the fuel, the measured [NO] amounts to complete

conversion of the fuel nitrogen plus the full thermal NO formation.

For larger amounts of additive the degree of conversion is somewhat

less, about 90 per cent for 0.51 per cent N and about 80 per cent for

1.05 per cent N. Under rich conditions the conversion to nitric oxide

decreases significantly. Poor fuel:air mixing (low atomizing pressures

also results in reduced conversion. This might suggest that the NO

formation is not kinetically controlled, but, rather, is controlled by

the turbulent mixing process. The fact that this cannot be the case over

the entire length of the burner is made apparent by the following observa-

tions.

2.3 Axial Nitric Oxide Concentration Profiles

Figure 5 shows the axial variation of NO as a function of distance

along the length of the combustor for stoichiometric combustion and

three different atomizing pressures. In each case it is clear that the

NO concentrations rises rapidly to a plateau in a distance which probably

contains the bulk of the ndnequilibrium reaction zone (about 20 cm., 2

diameters ). The CO concentration, on the other hand, was observed to

continually decrease with axial distance down the combustor, as is shown
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in Figure 6. This implies that, whereas the CO concentration changed as

the combustion gases became better mixed, and, therefore, was mixing

controlled, NO was formed primarily in the early part of the combustor

which contained the radical rich turbulent flame reaction zone and was,

therefore, kinetically controlled.

2.4 Detection of HCN in the Exhaust Gases

Since under poor fuel:air mixing conditions a considerable portion

of the fuel nitrogen is not observed in the exhaust gases as NO, and

further, since the possibility exists that some of the fuel nitrogen

may have remained in a form other than NO or N,» an attempt was made to

measure HCN in the exhaust gases. Samples of the exhaust were passed

through a gas bubbler in an attempt to dissolve any HCN in a basic solu-

tion of potassium hydroxide. Titration of this solution with silver

. (20) . (21)
nitrate was followed by the standard confirmatory test for CN.

Our CN ion analysis of a sample from the stoichiometric combustion of

fuel doped with 0.51 per cent N at an atomizing pressure of 12 psig

yielded an exhaust gas composition of about 30 ppm HCN. However, a

second bubbler in series with the first collected a CN concentration

only slightly less than the first, indicating that the efficiency of the

system for the dissoluticn of HCN was poor. For this reason the figure

of 30 ppm HCN may be considered to be a lower limit
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3. Kinetic Model for Fuel-Nitrogen Conversion

Premixed Flame Experiments

; (15) .
Recently Fenimore has presented a series of measurements on

the formation of nitric oxide from fuel nitrogen in premixed ethylene

Flames. The experiments were performed at atmospheric pressure with

the flame shielded from the surrounding air with a flow of nitrogen

or argon. The reactants were mixtures of ethylene and oxygen, with

either nitrogen or argon as a diluent, and the nitrogen containing

additives. Four additives (pyridine, C HCN, methacrylonitrile, CH,C (CH,) CN,

methyl amine, CH,NH,, and ammonia, NH,) were used with the same resultant

yields of nitric oxide for all the additives. The temperature was varied

in flames of constant equivalence ratio by changing the proportion of

molecular nitrogen or argon in the flow. The "oxygen index" was defined

 CS

OI =
(0,)

(0,) + (inert gas)
(3.1-1)

to describe this dilution (note that for air OI = 0.209). Flame tempera-

tures were measured using sodium line reversal techniques.

The burnt gas was sampled using a quartz probe in a region 0.5 cm.

to 3.0 cm. downstream of the reaction zone. If the nitric oxide levels

(measured with a slightly modified phenoldisulfonic acid technique)

changed significantly in this region, the levels reported were those

obtained at the minimum distance; hence 0.5 cm. may be taken as typical.

Flow velocities were not measured; however, an estimate of the cold gas

: , . 22 .

velocity upstream of the reaction zone has been obtained ) (typically,

20 cm. Sam. to 40 cm. sec.” 1) . The typical hot gas residence time
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prior to sampling was, thus, between 2 - 4 milliseconds.

The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 7a. The

temperatures listed are the calculated adiabatic flame temperatures

rather than the measured values (see Table II for a comparison of the

two estimates). The differences between the two determinations is small,

less than +12 per cent for all of the data, and within the range of un-

certainty of the measurement technique. This data has been empirically

correlated with a factor X which is determined for each equivalence

ratio and degree of dilution (see Figure 7b). Numerically, X is the

maximum concentration of NO formed when, for very large amounts of addi-

tive, the NO concentration becomes independent of the amount of additive.

Fenimore postulated that intermediary species are formed, directly

from the fuel nitrogen, which are then rapidly oxidized to form NO.

Some of this NO is then removed by reactions forming N,- These argu-

ments were entirely qualitative, however, and no detailed kinetics were

proposed.

Additional experimental data on fuel nitrogen conversion in premixed

flames has recently been obtained by Johnson (16) at M.I.T. for methane/

air flames using ammonia as an additive. In these experiments gas

samples were extracted using a water-cooled stainless-steel probe and

analyzed using a chemiluminescent analyzer. Again, the hot gas resi-

Jence time is not well defined, but has been estimated to be between 5 and

10 milliseconds.

These experiments provide a convenient test for a kinetic model since

the complications of heat transfer and turbulent mixing are avoided. A
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detailed development of the chemical kinetic model is described in the

following sections.

3.2 Kinetic Model for Nitric Oxide Formation from Fuel Nitrogen

There are a wide variety of organic nitrogen bearing compounds

contained in coals and crude oils. t%” 10) Organic chemists categorize

them as being basic, e.g.,

QO (pyridines)
and nonbasic, e.gq.,

\

(quinolines)

NH

- (indoles)

(carbazoles)

It is noticeable that in most of these compounds the bonds between

NH

the nitrogen atom and the remainder of the modecule are considerably

weaker than the bond dissociation energy of N_ (225 kcal. mole 1). Even

for nitriles, e.qg..,

.C—C = N (methyl cyanide)

T

the bond energy of the CN triple bond is about 13 kcal. ale less

than the dissociation energy of N,. Thus, it is not surprising that

these organic molecules can yield larger quantities of NO when under-

going combustion than is derived by the thermal fixation of N,.

A reasonable kinetic explanation appears to be that these nitrogen

compounds give radicals such as CN and NH during their decomposition

within the nonequilibrium flame reaction zone, and that these processes

are followed bv fast O-atom attack, vi —
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NH + O = NO + H + 68 kcal. alot

NH + O = N + OH + 27

CN + O0O=CO+N+78

N +O, =N0+C + 32

All of these reactions are exothermic, spin allowed, and therefore likely

to be fast.

It is not difficult to surmise how radicals such as NH and CN

are formed in the reaction zone, although such processes have not been

investigated in any detail. If we consider pyridine as a representative

nitrogen compound, it seems likely, following the suggestion of Hurd,

et al., 2d that pyrolysis will be initiated by rupture at the hetero

(C-N) bond:
N

pyrolysis __ § Y_ B_ _
$y -——— —&gt;°*'N — CH — CH — CH — CH — CH®

and that this will be followed by subsequent cleavage at the positions

marked § and Y. (The absence of acetylene, CH,» in the pyrolysis

produce 2S) indicates that cleavage at the B bond does not occur.)

Certainly, it should be anticipated that the above radicalized open-

chain structure should undergo rapid decomposition and oxidation in

the flame reaction zone in much the same way as does any other hydro-

carbon fuel molecule. Having thus formed CN or, via hydrogen exchange

reactions, NH, rapid oxidation as described above appears to be the next

logical step.

In the following discussion a kinetic model is proposed to describe

the nitric oxide formation from the fuel nitrogen and the subsequent

removal of NO by the formation of N,. Since such a model necessarily
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requires consideration of a large number of chemical species and a

variety of reactions which occur on widely differing time scales, the

concept of a constrained equilibrium will be employed. Specifically,

the "rate controlled partial equilibrium method" advanced by Keck and

Gillespie ‘%4) will be applied to model the chemical relaxation due to

a limited number of rate-limiting reactions. This technique implies

the specification of certain constraints or "passive resistances" on

the chemical composition of the gas. For example, one constraint

which will be used is based upon the assumption that the shuffle

reactions between the various single nitrogen species, i.e., N, NO,

NH, NH, , NH, CN, HCN, etc., occur on a much shorter time scale than

do the recombination reactions which result in the formation of N,.

Thus, the formation of N, is the rate limiting step and, initially, the

fuel nitrogen will be distributed in local equilibrium proportions among

the single nitrogen, RN, species. As time progresses, the total RN

concentration will decrease as the N, concentration increases. The

time varying constraint would thus be the total RN concentration, Xen

(with units of moles per unit volume). The partial equilibrium method

will be applied using a computer code developed by Galant (2°) which

couples the constrained equilibrium concept with the chemical rate

aquations and the one dimensional flow equations.

3.3 Slow Removal of Bound Nitrogen

If it is assumed that the rapid oxidation of the fuel nitrogen

occurs with no net effects on the total constraint, Xen’ the behavior of

the nitric oxide may be modelled using a single constraint. Once an
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equilibrium distribution is established among the single nitrogen species,

at any equivalence ratio less than about 2, the partial equilibrium

calculations show that NO will be the predominant form of the fuel nitro-

gen. (Note: Appendix I presents a method for testing the validity of

the constrained equilibrium assumption.) Between @§ = 2 and @ = 3, NH,

will account for most of the single nitrogen, and for @# greater than about

3 HCN or other nitrogen containing hydrocarbons will be more likely. This

partial equilibrium distribution of the single nitrogen species is illus-

trated in Figure 8. Since the maximum equivalence ratio of the premixed

flame data is 1.72, NO is the predominant form for all the data according

to this model.

In addition to forming NO, the single nitrogen species may recombine

to form N,- It is only in this step, the formation of the very stable

N-N bond, that the oxidation of the fuel-N differs significantly from

the oxidation of the carbon in the fuel, i.e., the carbon atom has no

stable form analogous to N,.

The major reactions in this recombination step are

“he following exchange reactions:

likely to be

(lL) N + NO = N, + O + 74.9 kcal. mole

(2) NH + NO = N, + OH + 91.3

(3) NH, + NO = N,H,0 + 119.6

(4) N+ NH =N, + H+ 36.4

(5) NH + NH = N, + H, + 158.4

(6) NO + NO = NO + O ~- 46.2

Except for reaction (6) these reactions are exothermic and spin allowed
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and, therefore, likely to be fast, certainly much faster than three body

recombination reactions. Reaction (1) is the first step of the well-

known Zel'covich mechanism for the thermal fixation of N,-. The rate

coefficient taken for this reaction is that of Baulch, et a1. , (26)

i.e., kl = 6.43 Xx 10° T exp(-6250/RT) I mole! sec. t Two different

values for the rates of reactions (2) and (3) have been suggested.

Fenimore and Jones (27) have suggested that reaction (3) is much faster

than reaction (2). Kaskan and Hughes (2%) in a recent paper have utilized

optical measurements of NH, NH, NO, and OH in the flame gases of an NH,/

0, flame to estimate upper bounds on the rate coefficients of these

. + 13 3

reactions at a temperature of 2010°K. These rates, k, = 2.41 x 10 cm

-1 wl - - : ;

mole sec and k, = 1.2 x 10° — mole 1 sec L satisfactorily accounted

for the observed NO decay while the faster rates estimated from Fenimore

and Jones 27 data suggest a much more rapid decay of NH, and NO. MacLean

and Wagner 2 also suggest that reaction (3) does not play the dominant

role in the removal of NO formed in ammonia/oxygen flames. Thus, the

rates determined by Kaskan and Hughes are used in the present study.

No rate for reaction (4) has been measured or estimated, however,

by drawing a parallel with the reaction

O + OH = 0, + H + 16.9 kcal. moleT

, 2 , +

it may be expected to be relatively fast, with a rate of perhaps k, = 1013

om mole 1 sor Lt. Reaction (5) undoubtedly proceeds through some inter-

: : . + 11 _0.5

mediate species, Bahn suggests a rate coefficient of kg = 3.6 x 10 T

+
exp (-1900/RT) . (30) The rate of reaction (6) is taken to be ke = 1014

3 -1 -1 (23) . . .
exp (-76000/RT) cm mole sec ~. Due to its high endothermicity,
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this reaction is unimportant at the temperatures of atmospheric pressure

combustion.

A single constraint equation may now be written

decav of Xen? i.e.,

Pry _ 2k. [N] [NO]-2k. [NH] [NO] -2k. [NH_] [NO]
at 1 2 372

-2K}, [N] [NH] - 2k} [NH] INH] -2k_ [NO] [NO]

to describe the

(3.3-1)

2k, [N,] [O]+2k, [N,] [OH] +2k,[N,)] [1,0]

2k, [N,)] [H]+2k, [N,] [H,1+2k, [Nv,0] [0]

where, to be consistent with the rate coefficients previously given, the

y . -3 :

concentrations Xen and [ ] have the units mole cm +. It is to be noted

that, even at the greatest equivalence ratio of the premixed flame

experiments, 1.72, [NO] is much greater than the concentration of any

other RN species. Therefore, the contribution due to reactions (4)

and (5) will be small. The NH concentration is no more than 2 orders

of magnitude less than [NH,] . Hence, the contribution due to reaction

(3) will also be small. Furthermore, due to the endothermicity of

reaction 6, it does not contribute significantly to the total rate of

N,, formation.

In naturally occurring fuels, the nitrogen content rarely accounts

for more than 2500 ppm of the combustion products. With such a small

constrained species concentration, the relaxation of Xen toward its

equilibrium level will certainly have only minor effects on the gas

temperature and the concentrations of species such as OH, O, and H

which maintain the equilibrium proportions among the RN species.
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It will be seen that, even in the experiments with extremely large

additive concentrations, this assumption appears to be reasonable.

This allows us to define constants, %0 = [NO1/X ov Ou = [N1/X

ors w= [NH] /X pr etc., which are functions of only ¢ and T. Equation

(3.3-1) may thus be written in the simplified form,

dxRN 2 + +
ac - py ®1 %%o tT K%%u%Nno’

(3.3-2)

+2[N,] (k, [0] + k, [OH])

Figure 9 illustrates the numerical integration of equation (3.3-1)

using the partial equilibrium program of Galant (2°) compared with the

result of the above approximate expression at gd = 1.72, T = 2540°K, and

both 2500 ppm and 13020 ppm of added nitrogen. It is clear that, even

with the extremely large amount of additive, the error introduced by

the constant temperature approximation is small, about 10 per cent,

whereas the saving in complexity of computation is large, i.e., a first

order differential equation with constant coefficients is solved

rather than computing the partial equilibrium composition of the gas at

each integration step.

The results of the integration of equation (3.3-2) are compared

with Fenimore's premixed flame data in Figures 10a and lla to llc and

with Johnson's data in Figures 10b and 12a to 12d. The rate equations

were integrated to hot gas residence times typical of each set of

experimental data, i.e., for Fenimore's rich, high temperature data and

lean data, t = 4 msec, for Fenimore's rich, low temperature data, t = 2

msec, and for Johnson's data, t = 5 msec and t = 10 msec. Clearly,
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this model (dashed lines in Figures 10a and 10b) is inadequate to

describe the lean data since the model predicts the retention of all

of the fuel-N as NO, whereas the experiments show a definite decrease

in yield as the additive concentration is increased. We shall return

to this point in the following section.

Fenimore's rich, high temperature measurements (@) are compared

with the calculated yield of NO(—) in Figure lla to llc. In all of

these cases both the magnitude and the slope of the measurements are

predicted. The magnitude of the yield of NO predicted for the methane

flames, Figures 12a to 12d, agrees with the measured levels, but the

slope of the experimental data is not reproduced. The observation that,

in contrast to Fenimore's data, the fractional yield of NO does not

tend toward unity as the amount of additive is decreased, suggests that

some difficulty with the experimental data. This might be due to a

non-constant residence time.

The calculated conversion for Fenimore's rich, low temperature

experiments (---- in Figures 10a to 10c) lies significantly above

the measured values (0). Furthermore, as the equivalence ratio is

increased, the discrepancy rapidly becomes large. This suggests that

the primary assumption of this calculation, namely that in the radical

rich region of the flame, the nitric oxide concentration achieves

equilibrium with the other single nitrogen species, is no longer valid.

At low temperatures and very rich conditions the oxygen containing

species involved in the formation of NO may not be present in sufficiently

high concentrations for this equilibration to occur within the time of the
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radical overshoot. Thus, significant amounts of single nitrogen would

likely be found in forms other than NO. Indeed, Fenimore did observe

this behavior for rich combustion with large additive concentrations. (15)

To remove this assumption would require consideration of the hydrocarbon

oxidation mechanism, which will be discussed in the next section.

The fuel nitrogen levels for the rich experiments are far in excess

of the full thermodynamic equilibrium levels of [NO]. Therefore, the

net reverse rates of the N, formation reactions are much slower than the

forward rates. Equation (3.3-2) may be simplified to

d pee) =~ Cpe Xpy)
 7)

r

(3.3-2)

where the characteristic time of the reaction, T, is defined as

and X

RN,

- + + +, +
= +T= Xen, Fa %N02 Neo *3%u_%no’ (3.3-4)

is the initial fuel nitrogen concentration. The solution to

aquation 3.3-4 is

yt
“Rt, (1 + t/71)

{3.3-5)

where t is the hot gas residence time prior to sampling. Again taking

the residence times characteristic of the various experiments, all

of the rich data have been plotted as a function of the calculated t/T

in Figure 13. It is readily apparent that, with the exception of

Fenimore's low temperature measurements (half solid points), all of the

data is fairly well correlated with this universal curve (plotted as a

full line).
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3.4 Rapid Removal of Bound Nitrogen

We now return to a consideration of NO formation for lean

combustion conditions. The results of the simple, one constraint,

model indicated that, once NO had been formed, its reduction was

negligible whereas the experiments show a significant reduction.

Therefore, the reactions occurring on a shorter time scale must be

considered. To overcome this difficulty we have removed the restriction

that the N and NO concentrations are in local thermodynamic equilibrium

with the remaining single-N species.

In modelling the results of premixed ammonia/oxygen flame experi-

ments, Kaskan and Hughes (28) have applied a kinetic scheme very similar

to that proposed below. Calculation using this mechanism for the ammonia

flames suggest that the N atom concentration was depressed to only 2 or

3 per cent of its equilibrated value whereas the NH concentration was

only depressed to about 80 per cent of its equilibrium value. Spectro-

scopic absorption measurements confirm the estimate of a near equilibrium

NH concentration. Thus, of all the RN species other than NO, the nitrogen

atone concentration appears to be most likely to be depleted by the

reactions forming N,. Furthermore, [N] is much greater than [NH] for

lean combustion conditions and is, therefore, more important in the re-

moval of the bound nitrogen. Thus, it is logical to constrain the nitro-

gen atom concentration to determine if any species involved in the RN

removal reactions is depressed significantly below its equilibrium

concentration.

Initially all of the fuel nitrogen is assumed to be in an equilibrium
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distribution among the single nitrogen species with the additional con-

straints that the N concentration, xy! and oxidized species concentration,

X\0 = [NO] + [HNO] + [NO] + etc., are assumed to be zero. Shuffle

reactions involving the removal of a hydrogen atom from NH produce free

nitrogen atoms; likely reactions are:

 J
(7) NH + O=N + OH + 16.5 kcal. mole

(8) NH + H=N +H, + 18.3

(9) NH + OH = N + HO + 34.3

Nitric oxide may be formed directly from NH,

(10) NH + O = NO + H + 74.9

or from N via the reactions of the Zel'dovich mechanism,

(11) N + 0, = NO + O + 32.0

(12) N + OH = NO + H + 47.8

Estimates for the rates of reactions (7-10) have been taken from Bahn. (30)

These are: kK = 1012 70+ exp (-100/RT), kg = 7.1 x 10%t 0-67 exp (=-1500/

RT), ky = 1.6 xX 1012 p0- 56 exp (-1500/RT), and kl, = 5 x wit 0+ 3 exp

(-5000/RT), all with the units ai mole sec L. The expression of Baulch,

et 2, 128 kK: = 6.43 x 10” T exp (-6250/RT) an mole! sec TL, correlates

the data of a number of experiments. The measurement of Campbell and

Thrush (31), Kk, = 4.2 x 1013 — mole t sec” 1, has been used for reaction

12.

Three constraints must now be considered to model the system.

= = + . .These are Xy [N], XNO [NO] + [NO] + [HNO] etc., and XeN

Note that an additional constraint may be defined as XN = XEN

- Xoni simply, this is the sum of the initial decomposition products
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of the fuel, NH, NH, NH, CN, HCN, etc., excluding N and NO. Immediately

after equilibration of the hydrocarbon system, XN = Xen" Reactions 7

through 12 result in N and NO formation as described by the additional

constraint equations:

Ix_/dt = ~k [N] [NO] +k, [N,,] [0]-k, [N] [NH]+k [N,] [H]

+k] [NH] [0] -k_ [N] [OH] +k, [NH] [H] -kg [N] [H)]

+k] [NH] [OH] -k [N] [H,0]-k. | [N] [0,]+k] [NO] [O]

-k_ [N] [OH] +k], [NO] [H] (3.4-1)

and

+ - + -

ax o/dt &amp; -k, [N] [NO]+k, [N,] [0] -k, [NH] [NO] +k, [N,)] [OH]
+ - + -

“kg [NH,] [NO] tk, [N,] [H,0] —2k, [NO] [NO] +2k (N,0O] [O]
+ - + -

tk, o [NH] [0] =k,J[NO][H]+k,,[N][O,]-k,,[NO][O]
+ —

to, [N] [OH] -k, , [NO] [OH] (3.4-2)

The chemical relaxation may now be described by the integration of equa-

tions (3.3-1), (3.4-1), and (3.4-2) with the initial conditions xy = X10

= 0 and XEN representing the total fuel nitrogen concentration. Again,

to simplify the numerical integration, it may be assumed that the temper-

ature and, thus, the relative concentrations of the species within any

one constraint are constant. This is accomplished by defining the

constants: Yy, = [NOI/Xyqr Yu = [NHI/X 0 NH, = [NH,I/X_., etc., to

compute the concentrations as the values of the constraints change.

Figure 14 shows the resultant NO concentrations using the exact and

approximate forms of this expression at an equivalence ratio of 0.9
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with 16150 ppm of N added as NH, for Fenimore's lean experiments. (15)

The deviation of the approximate calculation is small, about 20 per

cent, even for this extreme additive concentration.

The characteristic behavior of the constraints may be seen in

Figure 15. XN decays very rapidly; xX rises to a maximum and then decays.

The level of xy during the decay exceeds that of XN" The NO yield rises

to a plateau significantly below the 100 per cent conversion level although

the great majority of the single nitrogen is in the form of NO. The

total time scale of this transient behavior is on the order of 5 micro-

seconds, three orders of magnitude shorter than that of the slow RN

kinetics previously discussed and comparable to the time scale of the

hydrocarbon oxidation reactions. The assumption of equilibration of the

hydrocarbon system prior to any oxidation of the fuel nitrogen is, there-

fore, suspect. We shall return to this point shortly.

The reasons for this rapid decay are readily apparent. For a short

time during the formation of NO, the concentrations of NO, N, and NH

are comparable, allowing reactions 1 and 2 to proceed much more rapidly

than will occur once a steady state has been reached between these

species. This behavior is expected only during lean combustion since

under rich conditions the N and NH concentrations do not approach the

NH. concentration.
The solid lines in Figures 10a and 10b are the calculated yields of

NO for the lean, premixed flame data. The present calculation (full

lines) clearly predicts the observed trends much better than did the

model using a single constraint (broken lines). However, the calculated
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yields of NO are significantly below the measured values. The reason

for this may, perhaps, be explained by the following. It has been

assumed that the hydrocarbon system is equilibrated prior to any relaxa-

tion of the fuel nitrogen chemistry. The calculations have shown that

the time scale of the RN relaxation is on the order of microseconds and,

thus, on the same scale as the hydrocarbon oxidation kinetics. During

the hydrocarbon oxidation process the concentrations of radical species

such as OH, O, and H may significantly overshoot their final levels.

The result of superequilibrium radical concentrations is to increase the

yield of NO by further reducing the time required for the formation of

N and NO. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 10a where the O, OH,

and H concentrations have been arbitrarily increased by a factor of 3 (A)

and a factor of 10 (0) times their equilibrium value. As with very rich,

low temperature conditions a proper description of this effect requires

a kinetic model to describe the hydrocarbon oxidation system. However,

at the concentrations likely to be found in realistic fossil fuels,

less than 2500 ppm in the exhaust gases at stoichiometric, the error

appears to be less than about 30 per cent of the total exhaust NO con-

centration. For this reason, the additional modelling has not been under-

taken.

In summary, a relatively simple kinetic scheme has been developed

which predicts the trends of the premixed flame data for the conversion

of fuel-nitrogen to NO. It appears that any fuel-N which is not observed

in the exhaust as NO has been converted to N, except at extremely rich

combustion conditions. The primary source of error in this model is in
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the assumption of rapid equilibration of the hydrocarbon species, which

for lean combustion and very rich combustion is probably not complete

within the time scale of the nitrogen conversion reactions.

We may speculate on possible improvements in the model calculations.

For lean combustion conditions, it was observed that superequilibrium

radical species concentrations might explain the discrepancy between

the kinetic model calculations and the measured yields of NO. This is

due to the higher steady-state nitrogen atom concentration reducing the

time scale of NO formation more rapidly than the net rate of the N,

forming reactions is increased.

The magnitudes and even the existence of such radical overshoots

in different hydrocarbon flames are not well established. In a hydrogen/

oxygen flame a radical overshoot must occur due to the net reduction in

the number of moles in the oxidation reaction,

2H,+0,*2HO0
i.e., 3 moles of reactants yield 2 moles of products, whereas in the

combustion of methane,

CH, + 2 0, = CO, + 2 or

or ethvlene

pe ~C,H, + 30, 2 Co, + 2 HO

the number of moles of reactants and the number of moles of products are

the same. Thus, for these fuels a radical overshoot must be the result

. eo . . . (32)

of dissociation or unimolecular reactions. Westenberg and Fristrom

have measured superequilibrium oxygen and hydrogen atom concentrations

in ethylene flames. Detailed calculations of the hydrocarbon oxidation
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kinetics for combustion of methane in shock tube experiments have suggest-

ed that, whereas significant overshoots of [0] and [OH] occur at stoichi-

. Ls (33) . . (34)
ometric conditions, no such overshoots exist for lean combustion r

@ = 0.5.

In the absence of a significant radical overshoot, the formation of

nitric oxide at an earlier stage of the hydrocarbon combustion than has

been assumed in our kinetic calculations may still explain the discrep-

ancy. At a lower temperatures, due to incomplete combustion, the steady

state N and, possibly, NH concentrations may be reduced. This results

in a reduction in the net rate of N, formation during the time in which

NO is being formed.

Without modelling the entire hydrocarbon oxidation mechanism, an

improved model of the fuel-nitrogen kinetics may be developed by divid-

ing the flame reaction zone into two regions as described by Westenberg. (35)

There is a relatively thin primary reaction zone in which free atoms and

radicals (O, H, OH) are produced and react rapidly with the fuel. In this

zone most of the carbon in the fuel is oxidized to form CO and most of

the heat is released. The primary zone is followed by a much thicker

secondary reaction zone in which the CO is oxidized to form co, and

any free atoms and radicals which are present in greater than equilibrium

concentrations recombine by slow three-body reactions, thereby reducing

the total number of moles in the system. To use such a model, the

composition of the gas at the end of the primary reaction zone must

first be estimated. Then, in addition to the fuel nitrogen relaxation

of the constraints of [CO] and on the total number of moles, M, must be
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followed by integrating the appropriate rate equations. Although

the description of the secondary zone may improve the model of the fuel-

nitrogen kinetics, it should be noted that this approach still avoids

the problem of modelling the formation of NO when it probably occurs,

on the same time scale of the CO formation reactions.
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4, Turbulent Mixing Processes

4.1 Introduction

In practical continuous flow combustors where the fuel and air

enter the burner separately, significant nonuniformities exist within

the flow. A complex turbulent mixing-controlled flame structure is the

result of a nonuniform fuel distribution in the burner reaction zone. In

a liquid-fueled burner the fuel atomization, the details of the droplet

trajectories and fuel vaporization rates, the air motion and the recircu-

lation pattern all play a part in determining the extent of the nonuni-

formities in the flow. (19)

It is well-known that poor mixing and excessively fuel-rich regions

within the reaction zone result in soot formation. Furthermore, it has

been demonstrated that combustion enhances the turbulent mixing, even in

. (36) . CL.

a premixed flame. Thus, the fuel-air mixing process affects the

details of the flame structure. Also, the burnt gas pockets or eddies

downstream of the reaction zone would not be expected to be uniform in

composition. Depending on how the fuel has been distributed throughout

the reaction zone, the fuel fraction in burnt gas eddies will be distributed

about some mean value. As the flow moves through the burner, the action

of turbulence and molecular diffusion will change this distribution.

Experimental results have previously been presented which illustrate

the effects of turbulent mixing on the thermal fixation of atmospheric

. . . . (17) .

nitrogen and on the oxidation of carbon monoxide. Simple models

of the interactions of turbulent mixing and chemical kinetics have been

. . (17, 37) . .

successfully applied to these reactions. In this section these
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simple models will be discussed and justified in the light of a statisti-

cal collision mixing model which will be described.

4.2 General Considerations

To develop a mixing model, we first write a conservation equation

for a chemical species i which has a local concentration [,.

oT’ 0 2 =OL 2 2 =pV
eC + 5X (T;v3) D I + R (I

J

where I' is the vector of all species concentrations, (TyeT os ceeney

(4 z=-1)

T.-.. ; I) 7 R, is a term which describes the net rate of production of

I' due to chemical reactions, and D is the molecular diffusivity which is

assumed to be the same for all chemical species. Following the method

of Corrsin (38740) an ensemble average may be taken over Eg. (4.2-1) to

yield:

3&lt;T, &gt; 3 , _

BT + 3X. (&lt; r.&gt; &lt;u&gt; + &lt;Yjuy) = DV &lt;r.&gt; + &lt;r, (I&gt;
(4.2 -2)

in which Y, and u, represent the fluctuating components of "and

1

By restricting our discussion to flows with local homogeneity,

—&lt; &gt; = 0, Eq. (4.2.-2) becomes

a&lt;r'.&gt;
1 : —

 —_— = &lt;R.'TY)&gt;i: R. TY

ld eeCay

(4.2-3)

or in the absence of chemical reactions affecting I .,

&lt; &gt;a&lt;ly&gt; _
dt

(4.2-4)

Wwe now subtract Eq. (4.2-2) from Eq. (4.2-1), multiply by Yio and again
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take an ensemble average to find an equation for the time rate of

change of the variance of the concentration:

2
a&lt;y, "&gt; IY; oY;
 Tae) Gx”
dt i +

(4.2-5)

Finally, by assuming local isotropy, the three mean square derivatives

in Eg. (4.2- 5) may be characterized by a single length scale, %,

analogous to Taylor's "microscale" of turbulence, to give

2 2
&lt; &gt; &lt; &gt;

1+ :
(4.2-6)

We may now define a mixing intensity.

_ 12D

BE == (4.2-7)

corrsin 38) has related B to the specific kinetic energy, €, and a

characteristic dimension of the reactor,

B a (— €
1/1

{4 .2=8)

for fully developed turbulence. Equations (4.2-3) and (4.2-6) may be

solved exactly only for very simple reactions with constant rate coeffic-

ients. Consider an wot order chemical reaction for the irreversible

elimination of I', i.e.,

(TY = -kx T° (4.2-9)

Equations (4.2-3) and (4.2-6) now become

] &lt;I’
t

= =k "
-=

x
Cr” -h (4.2-10)

and

2
&lt;y “&gt;

d 1= ou ~2B&lt;v2&gt; - 2k &lt;(&lt;T&gt; + v) (4.2-11)
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These results are simple enough for a zeroth order reaction

3
™

I~
—1

2

d&lt;y &gt; 2
dt 28

(4.2-12)

(4.2-13)

or a first order reaction

1°= ”

A

[
. = - &lt;i'&gt;

&lt;y2&gt;hr = ~-2B&lt;y2&gt; -2k, &lt;y?&gt;

(4.2-14)

(4.2-15)

i.e., the net rates are independent of the mixing process. However,

when a second or higher order reaction is considered, it is seen that

the mean is dependent upon the variance,

11&gt;= = ~k,, (&lt;T&gt;2 + &lt;yZ™y (4.2-16)

and the variance upon the skewness of the distribution,

a&lt;y?&gt; 2
= = -2B&lt;Yy2&gt; -: Y2&gt; -4k &lt;T&gt;&lt;y?&gt; -2k,&lt;y®&gt; (4 2-17)

Thus, the familiar closure problem of turbulence appears. Since this

difficulty arises so readily for even a simple reaction with a single

rate determining species, direct solutions for more general reaction

systems should be expected only in some simple limiting cases.

4.3 Determination of B

Before proceeding to explore cases for which the above formula-

tion may be directly applied, it is useful to consider how the mixing

intensity may be measured in a combustion system. If f is a constant, its

value may be determined by observing the decay in the variance of the
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concentration of a nonreacting species. For example, if the fuel were

a hydrocarbon, Coy then I' could be defined as the sum of the concen-

trations of all carbon containing molecules, i.e.,

T= + .X(CH) + 2(c,) + (CO) + (Co,) etc

and would be unaffected by chemical reactions. Given an initial

variance, &lt;*&gt;, the decay of the variance may be described by the

solution to Eq. (4.2-6):

v2&gt; = &lt;y?&gt;_ exp (Bt) (4.3-1)

The variance of the carbon concentration may be determined by

measuring the mean oxygen concentration during stoichiometric combustion

if the form of the distribution function, £(I'), is known. Any lean

fluid will have a significant oxygen concentration while any rich fluid

which has undergone complete combustion will have a negligible oxygen

concentration (the oxygen concentration is very nearly a function of

the stoichiometry alone).

Pompei and Heywood (17) assumed the distribution function

gaussian in the equivalence ratio, i.e.,

£8) = oo exp(~ ($=00)2/20%)

+o be

(4.3-2)

Based upon the variance, 0% = Yy&gt; determined in the manner described

above, an "unmixedness" parameter, s = C/¢ was defined was assumed to

be a function of the initial degree of uniformity in the distribution of

fuel and air and of the residence time of the fluid in the combustor,

but not a function of the overall equivalence ratio, ¢- The quantity,

s?, was observed to decay as described by Eq. (4.3-1) with a high value

of B in the combustion zone of the burner and a lower value thereafter.
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4.4 Applications to CO Oxidation and Thermal NO Formation

The oxidation of carbon monoxide and the thermal fixation of

atmospheric nitrogen have previously been modelled using approximate

solutions to Eg. (4.2-1) by Pompeii and Heywood (+7) . These two problems

will now be explored as examples of the approximate application of the

mixing calculations.

If the residence time of the combustion gases at high temperature

is short enough that the equilibrium NO concentration is not approached,

the nitric oxide formation via the Zel-dovich mechanism may be described

by a very simple rate expression,

dINO]  _ og

T= = 2k[N_][O] (4.4-1)

Since the oxygen atom concentration may be assumed to be in eguilibrium

with the hydrocarbon system, Eq. (4.4-1) is a function of the local

equivalence ratio and the net heat transfer from the fluid element,

i.e., the rate of NO formation is a function of ¢ and time along, R($, t).

hus, the mean NO formation rate may be expressed as

a&lt;y01&gt; = &lt; R(d, t)&gt;"= (4.4~2)

[f the distribution function as a function of time, £(¢, t), is known,

the ensemble average rate of NO formation at time t is simply

R($,t)&gt; = SoR(D, t)£(d,t) db (4.4-3)

and the mean NO concentration is given by

9)! to t- rt
OO

0

R (0, T) £(¢,T) ddr (4.4-4)
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The kinetics of the primary carbon monoxide oxidation reaction

CO + OH = CO, + H

under the conditions of Pompei's experiments were sufficiently fast

for the CO to be assumed to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium

over most of the length of his combustor. The local CO concentration

is, therefore, a function of only the local fuel air equibalence ratio

and the temperature, which is time dependent due to heat transfer. Thus,

the mean CO concentration may be described by

leo]
&lt; &gt; =[co] J, col, Eb, t) dé (4.4 -5)

Using Equations (4.4-4) and (4.4-5) with the assumption of a

decaying gaussian distribution in ¢, Pompei was able to predict the

exhaust CO and NO levels in his experiments. (2.7) Clearly, the assumed

gaussian distribution function is not initially valid when the fuel

and air are injected separately into the combustor. In order to under-

stand why Pompei and Heywood obtained such good results using their

simple model, we shall now use a statistical collision model to simulate

the turbulent mixing process and, thus, to study the evaluation of the

distribution function.

4.5 Statistical Collision Model

The gaussian distribution function in ¢, which was assumed in the

simple mixing models previously discussed, is clearly not valid initially,

when the fuel and air are injected separately into the combustor. None-

theless, these simple models yielded estimates of [CO] and [NO] due

to thermal fixation which agree with the experimental measurements. 2A

statistical collision model for the turbulent mixing process will be
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developed in this section. This model will allow us to study the form

of the distribution function during its development and, thus, to

understand the success of the simple models.

The turbulent mixing process will be viewed, in the present

development, as a system of two-body fluid particle interactions in a

manner similar to that described by Curl, (41) Evangelista, (42, 43)

(44-46) or :
and others. In any collision between two equal mass fluid

particles, i and j, whose composition is described by the concentration

vectors Ir? and rs before collision, the composition of the two new

particles created after the collision is assumed to be given by:

= [(1L-n/2) T,7/0," +
n n° - -

3 FL/ps] (p,” + 2.

(4.--1)

n _ - I | » n Re »~ » »

The parameter N describes the degree to which mixing takes place during

the collision. For n= 0, no mixing occurs, whereas for n = 1, the

two particles mix perfectly to form two new particles having identical

concentrations,

} TF; I?
=T, = (— + —L) (p; +

204 20;
(4.5-2)

The composition of each fluid particle is assumed to be uniform

throughout its volume and, between collisions, chemical reactions are

assumed to proceed within each fluid element (in accordance with the

appropriate rate equations) as though it were a closed system. If

the size of each fluid particle is taken to be sufficiently small with
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respect to the total flow that the contact time of a collision is compar-

able to the time scale of molecular diffusion, then nN may be assumed

to be equal to unity to a good degree of approximation. Thus, the concen-

trations after mixing are assumed to be given by Eq. (4.5-2)

In this collisional mixing model of the turbulence, the mixing

intensity or frequency, B, is interpreted as the frequency at which

each particle undergoes a collision. By taking an appropriately large

sample of equal mass particles, N, an ensemble average of the species

production may be computed, viz.

&lt; &gt;d I'v 1 N ar.
— = Z (—)

dt i=l dt 4
(4.5-3)

where (@r sas), is the chemical rate of production of species k in

the hi fluid particle. It is to be noted that the sample does not

necessarily represent the total flow, but rather, an ensemble average of

the total composition of the flow.

The computational method which is used to compute the mixing history

is a Monte Carlo technique in which randomly selected pairs of particles

are allowed to collide and mix. If individual interactions are computed

sequentially, each collision represents a forward step in time equal to

At = 1/(BN) (4.5-4)

In order for this method to reasonably represent the physical situation,

the initial composition of the fluid elements must be carefully chosen

to represent the overall composition of the flow in the combustor and

the form of the initial distribution function of the composition.

Figure 16 shows a flow diagram for a computer code designed to
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perform the calculations outlined above. The first step in this program

is to initialize the composition of each fluid element in the sample of

N fluid elements. To model our combustor, a small number of fluid

elements, N,, may be taken to represent the flow admitted through the

fuel atomizer and to have the overall equivalence ratio of the atomizer

jet, d;. The small fraction of very rich fluid elements, N,/N,

is equal to the fraction of the total mass flow rate which is admitted

through the atomizer. The rich elements, 1 &lt;i &lt; Ns are assumed to be

a uniform mixture of vaporized, but unburnt, fuel and pure air, while the

remaining elements, N_ &lt; i&lt; N, are pure air, ¢ = 0. The value of B

is initialized as Br estimated as previously described.

A pseudorandom number generator is used to choose two indices,

i and j, with the restriction that i not be the same as j. These are

the indices of the two fluid elements to be involved in the first

collision. These elements are allowed to mix completely, and then a new

partial equilibrium composition is determined for the two identical

particles. This equilibrium is subject to m constraints, x, ng

Xo a Xr such as the specific enthalpy of the fluid element (taking

heat transfer into account) and, for thermal fixation of atmospheric

nitrogen, the moles of NO per unit mass contained within the elements

(which is zero for the first collision since no combustion has occurred

prior to this time). Note that the fluid may be either too rich or too

lean for any combustion to occur. Thus, the first forward time step

of At = BN) "1 is completed and the value of the time must be increased

« . -1

by this increment, i.e., set t to be equal to t_+(BN) , and a new
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value of B is computed.

Then, for each fluid element, the constraint equations are integrated

from time, t, to the time of the next collision, t + ew) ~L. A new pair

of elements is then chosen randomly to describe the next collision, and

the mixing process is repeated.

4.6 Evaluation of the Distribution Function

Our combustor has been described in detail in a previous section.

The fule is admitted through a pneumatic atomizing nozzle. The fuel is

assumed to be vaporized upon injection into the combustor and to be

perfectly mixed with the atomizing air. The combustion air is supplied

around the circumference of the atomizing jet; however, for simplicity

it is assumed that the mixture is spatially homogeneous at the inlet

to the combustor. The initial distribution is therefore bimodal in

nature with a small amount of very rich fluid and a large amount of

pure air. The effects of recirculation are neglected so that the flow

may be assumed to be a one-dimensional plug flow.

The proportion of the total number, N, of equal mass fluid elements

in the sample which initially have the very high equivalence ratio of the

atomizer jet is equal to the fraction of the total mass flow rate admitted

through the atomizer. The remaining elements are pure air, ¢ = 0.

These elements are allowed to mix randomly as described by the Monte

Carlo model, and their composition trajectories are followed through the

burner. Figure 17 shows the decay of the dimensionless mass mean, &lt;0&gt;/¢,

and variance of the distribution function, &lt;(¢ - &lt;¢&gt;)2 &gt;/$2, as a function

of the dimensionless mixing time
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O(t) = I, B(T) dT (4.6-1)

© is the mean number of collisions which each fluid element has suffered,

i.e..

A(t) = N_o17 (8) / N (4.6-2)

where N_o11(®) is the total number of collisions which have occurred

prior to time t. These results were calculated for stoichiometric

combustion using 1000 sample elements in the statistical collision model.

For O greater than about 2 the mean equivalence ratio is equal to the

overall equivalence ratio and &lt;(¢ - &lt;9&gt;)2&gt;/92 becomes the "unmixedness"

2 (17) . . . . .

parameter, sg . Furthermore, a comparison of the distribution function

calculated using the statistical collision model with a gaussian distri-

bution which has the same variance, shown in Figure 17, indicates that

for O greater than 2 the distribution function becomes very nearly

gaussian in nature.

Complete combustion does not occur until the fuel and air are mixed

to some extent. The range of equivalence ratios in which complete

combustion is likely to take place is not well defined. However, based

upon estimated flammability limits of the kerosene fuel (47) it is

assumed that complete combustion occurs if 0.3 &lt; ¢ &lt; 3. There is

assumed to be no combustion outside these limits. The oxygen profile

during stoichiometric combustion has been computed using the above

assumptions and is shown in Figure 19.

From the calculated dependence of s and [0,] on © and oxygen profiles

measured along the length of the combustor during stoichiometric combustion,

the mixing history in the combustor may be estimated. Figure 20 shows
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the dimensionless mixing time, ©, as a function of the distance down

the combustor for three different atomizing pressures. Extrapolating

these results to lower atomizing pressures, it is estimated that even

at 12 psig the distribution function is gaussian in nature, i.e.,

0 is approximately 3, within the first two diameters of the combustor

length.

Figure 21 shows the rate of NO formation via the Zel'dovich mechanism,

taken from Reference 17, as a function of the local equivalence ratio.

Clearly the vast majority of the NO formation occurs between = 0.8

and ¢ = 1.2. The mass fraction of the flow which has a local equivalence

ratio in the range ¢y &lt; ¢ &lt; ¢,, i
®

, E($)dd
-

This mass fraction, calculated for stoichiometric combustion and three

ranges of ¢, is shown in Figure 22. The points have been calculated

using the statistical collision model, whereas the lines have been

computed using the gaussian distribution. At short mixing times, O

less than 3, the mass fraction within the range 0.8 &lt; ¢ &lt; 1.2 is

small, less than 20 per cent of the total fluid. Thus, the discrepancy

between the gaussian and the distribution given by the statistical

collision model has a small net effect. As the fluid becomes more

uniformly mixed and the mass fraction within the range becomes significant,

the error due to the assumed gaussian rapidly decreases. Thus, the simple

mixing model appears to provide a reasonable description of the net NO

formation.

The carbon monoxide has been shown to be in thermodynamic equilibrium
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at the local fuel:air equibalence vaio, BH Therefore, only a

distribution function and net heat transfer are necessary to compute

[CO]. The major contribution to [CO] is due to rich fluid (see Figure

23). In Figure 22 the two determinations of the mass fraction of

fluid with equivalence ratio greater than 1.05 are shown. Clearly at

a value of about © = 3 the simple mixing model calculation of CO will

start being a good approximation.
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5.0 Fuel Nitrogen Conversion in a Practical Combustor

5.1 Introduction

The rate limiting step in the fuel nitrogen conversion process

has been shown to be the formation of N, via reactions 1-6. Since

these reactions are second order in [NO], the local rate of change of

[NO] is strongly dependent upon the local NO concentration and, therefore,

upon the past history of the fluid element. Thus, a more detailed mixing

model than has been applied to CO and thermal NO formation is required to

accurately model the fuel nitrogen conversion process.

The statistical collision model is well-suited to this task. The

application of the collision model to the combustor used in the fuel-

nitrogen experiments has been described in the previous section. The

only additions to these calculations which are necessary are the kinetics

of the fuel-nitrogen conversion and the details of the heat transfer.

Recall that, between collisions, chemical reactions are assumed to

proceed within each fluid element as though it were a closed system.

Thus, the kinetics may be modelled in the same manner as in the premixed

flame experiments.

In as much as the reduced gas temperature due to heat transfer

results in significant reductions of [N] and [NH] and the eventual

freezing of the single nitrogen kinetics in this combustor, the heat

transfer from the hot gas to the burner walls must be considered.

Radiative heat transfer from the fluid elements may be treated in the

manner of Hottel and Sarofim. (48)
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In the absence of significant soot formation, i.e., in a nonluminous

flame, the predominant radiating species are CO, CO,» and H,0. The

concentrations of these species are determined in the partial equilibrium

calculations and their emissivities have been measured. (48) so the

heat transfer due to radiation from each fluid element may readily be

estimated.

Unfortunately, the major mode of heat transfer in our combustor

is conduction from the hot gas to the walls. (17) This process involves

the rapid cooling of a small amount of gas in close proximity to the

burner walls. The effect is then transmitted to the remainder of the

gas by the turbulent mixing process. The conduction to the walls

may be included in the turbulent mixing model by allowing random colli-

sions of fluid elements with the burner walls. During each such colli-

sion some degree of thermal equilibration is achieved between the wall

and the fluid element. Thus, a new empirical parameter, a measure of

this degree of equilibration, must be introduced into the statistical

collision model. In as much as detailed heat transfer measurements

have not been made in our combustor, it is not possible to evaluate such

a parameter at the present time. We shall, therefore, use a simple

model of the effects cf mixing process in the following section to model

fuel nitrogen conversion.

5.2 A Simple Mixing Model for Fuel-Nitrogen Conversion

It has been demonstrated that a simple mixing model of the type

applied to thermal NO or CO formation is not a reasonable approximation

for fuel nitrogen conversion. We shall, therefore, adopt a heuristic
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model which will be justified in an a posteriori fashion.

The mean NO concentration due to fuel nitrogen was observed to

reach a plateau at about two diameters down the combustor (see Figure 5).

The NO concentration as a function of the local fuel air equivalence

ratio at this point is computed in a very simple manner. It is assumed

that, on the average, the NO concentration in a fluid element at any

local equivalence ratio is described by applying the kinetic model to

that fluid element and allowing no mixing to occur. This NO concentra-

tion is shown in Figure 24 for three different additive concentrations.

Also shown are the 100 per cent conversion levels and the equilibrium NO

at two diameters down the combustor. At rich conditions, the reduction

due to the slow removal mechanims is significant. At lean conditions,

the initial superequilibrium N and NH concentrations result in a rapid

reduction of NO. On a longer time scale the Zel'dovich mechanism

results in additional NO formation. At very lean conditions, ¢ &lt; 0.5,

and very rich conditions, ¢ &gt; 2, very little of the fuel nitrogen is

oxidized.

The mean NO concentration is calculated by integrating the product

of the local NO concentration and a gaussian distribution function

&lt;[N0l&gt; = J] Nol £ (¢, x.) do
P

(5.2-1)

at x, = 20 cm (2 diameters) down the burner. The calculated NO

concentrations are compared with the experimental measurements in

Figures 25a - 25c. (For clarity, only the pyridine data is shown.)
n

©1/2
The values of the "unmixedness" parameter, s = / /b, were
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determined from the statistical collision model calculations previously

presented. Both the levels and the trends of the experimental data

are predicted using this simple model of the flow nonuniformities.

The success of this calculation may be understood in part by con-

sidering the two extreme mixing conditions. At an atomizing pressure

of 29 psig (well mixed), the flow in the combustor is very nearly uni-

form in composition after short flow time. Hence, these experimental con-

ditions are closely approximated by the kinetic model calculations for a

uniform flow. In Figure 26 the results of the kinetic model calculations

are seen to agree with the high atomizing pressure data. The width

of the distribution function is so large at low atomizing pressures

(poor mixing) that all effects of the details of the local nitric oxide

profiles are integrated out. The nearly constant NO levels over the

full range of ¢ make this readily apparent in the 12 psig data shown

in Figures 25a - 25c. Thus, even if the levels of NO are only approx-

imately correct the calculations should yield reasonable estimates of

[NO]. The intermediate atomizing pressures show varying degrees of

smoothing out the details of the NO vs. ¢ profile.

5.3 An Approximate Model of the Fuel-Nitrogen Conversion

Boilers and other large scale combustion sources may generally be

characterized by poor fuel:air mixing. Thus, the details of the local

NO concentrations should not have a large effect on the mean NO emissions.

A simple approximation to the local NO concentration which requires no

kinetic calculations may yield reasonable estimates of the NO emissions.

Rather than applying the kinetic model we assume that all of the
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fuel-nitrogen is initially oxidized to form NO. If the NO thus formed

is at a level greater than equilibrium, it is assumed that the reactions

which result in N, formation reduce the local NO concentration to its

full equilibrium value. If, on the other hand, the NO concentration

is less than equilibrium, it is assumed that the Zel'dovich mechanism

proceeds unaffected by the fuel-nitrogen. The NO levels obtained

under these conditions are the full thermal fixation calculated (or

measured) for a nitrogen free fuel plus all of the fuel nitrogen. This

NO vs. ¢ profile is, thus, the lower of either the equilibrium NO

concentration or the sum of the total fuel nitrogen level plus the full

thermal NO concentration. The mean NO concentration is calculated as

described in the previous section using this estimate of the local nitric

oxide concentration.

Figures 27a to 27e compare the results of this calculation with

the measured NO concentrations. The trends of the calculated concentra-

tions are in close agreement with the measured values at low atomizing

pressures. At higher pressures the agreement is not so close, especially

for rich conditions. Also, since the rapid reduction mechanism has not

been taken into account, the predicted levels are higher for well mixed

lean combustion. This very simple calculation does, however, adequately

predict the emissions when the fuel:air mixing is poor.

5.4 An Estimate of the Unoxidized Fuel Nitrogen

Exhaust concentrations of hydrogen cyanide or a cyanide-type

species amounting to about 30 ppm have been measured for stoichiometric

combustion and poor fuel:air mixing with 1/2 per cent by weight of
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bound-nitrogen in the fuel. This suggests that some of the bound-

nitrogen in the fuel is surviving the flame reaction zone and being

emitted in an unoxidized form. The statistical collision model makes

it possible to estimate an upper bound on the emissions unburnt fuel-

nitrogen.

At adiabatic flame conditions any fuel-nitrogen existing in fluid

with an equivalence ratio greater than about 2 is not expected to be

oxidized. As the flame gases are cooled it is anticipated that leaner

combustion conditions are required to oxidize any remaining bound-

nitrogen. No attempt is made to describe this effect in detail, and

the arguments which follow are entirely speculative.

Figure 28 shows the fraction of the total fuel (or fuel-nitrogen)

contained in fluid with a local equivalence ratio greater than 2 as a

function of the dimensionless mixing time, ©. At an atomizing pressure

of 12 psig the value of O at the point at which the NO level reaches

a plateau is about 3. This suggests that 10 per cent of the fuel nitro-

gen has not been oxidized at this time, or about 65 ppm of the total of

650 ppm of fuel nitrogen.

For an atomizing pressure of 12 psig, the value of © at the exhaust

is about 4.5. Thus, if the flow were adiabatic, all of the fuel—-nitrogen

might be oxidized. The upper limit of the range of equivalence ratio in

which the fuel-nitrogen is fully oxidized may, however, be reduced by

heat transfer. For example, if this limit were reduced to ¢ = 1.5,

as much as 6 or 7 per cent (40 to 45 ppm in the exhaust) of the fuel

nitrogen might be emitted in some form other than NO or N,- Thus, the
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measured HCN concentration appears to be reasonable, although a signif-

icantly higher concentration would not be anticipated.
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6.0 Conclusions

Experimental measurements have been presented which indicate that,

in a practical combustor where the fuel and air are not premixed,

the formation of nitric oxide from fuel-nitrogen is strongly dependent

upon the turbulent mixing process. Thus, in order to predict the nitric

oxide emissions from practical systems burning nitrogen containing

fuels, it has been necessary to model both the chemical kinetic and

turbulent mixing aspects of the problem.

A kinetic model for fuel-nitrogen conversion has been deduced from

the results of premixed flame experiments. At relatively high temper-

atures (1905°K to 2535°K) and rich combustion conditions (¢ = 1.1 to

¢ = 1.72) the model accurately predicts the experimentally observed

yields of NO for additive concentrations between 710 ppm and 13200 ppm.

At both lean combustion conditions (¢ = 0.9, T = 1910°K to 1985°K, 350

ppm to 11000 ppm) the trends are predicted but the levels are not.

These discrepancies at lean conditions are due to the assumption of rapid

equilibration of the hydrocarbon system prior to any fuel-nitrogen

oxidation. At rich conditions, the discrepancy is due to the assumption

that equilibration among the single nitrogen species occurs simultaneously

with the hydrocarbon system equilibration whereas the single nitrogen

equilibrium is probably not achieved. Since the oxidation of the fuel-

nitrogen probably occurs on the same time scale as the oxidation of

the carbon, improvements in the kinetic model require more detailed

modelling of the hydrocarbon oxidation kinetics.

A statistical collision model for the interactions of turbulent
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mixing with chemical kinetics has been formulated and used to study the

development of the distribution function in our combustor. These calcu-

lations allow us to understand the reasons for the success of simple

mixing models which have been applied to the thermal fixation of

atmospheric nitrogen and to carbon monoxide oxidation. (17) Unfortunate-

ly, difficulties associated with modelling the primary mode of heat

transfer in our burner, conduction from the hot gas to the burner walls,

prevented direct application of the collision model to the conversion of

fuel-nitrogen. Instead, a simple approximate model of the flow nonuni-

formities has been used to model the experiments, predicting exhaust nitric

oxide concentrations within 30 per cent of the measured values over a wide

range of equivalence ratio ( ¢= 0.5 to ¢= 1.5) and mixing conditions

(ranging from nearly uniform composition to poorly mixed).

The results of this study have significant implications to combustion

modification methods for the control of NO emissions from stationary

sources. First, increasing fuel atomizer and turbulent mixing efficiency

without other changes will increase the conversion of fuel-nitrogen to

nitric oxide.

Reduction of combustion temperatures is expected to have little

effect on the exothermic oxidation of fuel-nitrogen. Thus, combustion

modification techniques such as cooled flue gas recirculation or the

injection of steam or water will probably prove ineffective in reducing

NO_ formation from fuel-nitrogen. Turner and siegmund (© have recently

demonstrated the ineffectiveness of flue gas recycle in experiments

performed on a compact industrial boiler supporting this conclusion.
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On the other hand, methods which result in increased hot gas resi-

dence time at rich conditions may result in increased N, formation from

the fuel-nitrogen with a corresponding reduction in NO emissions.

Thus, two-stage combustion is expected to reduce NO emissions due to

fuel-nitrogen conversion as well as thermal fixation. This conclusion

is also supported by the experiments of Turner and Siegmund. (6) The

reduction possible through two stage combustion has its limits, however.

[f the conditions of any significant portion of the flow in the first

stage of combustion were too rich, the fuel-nitrogen might be retained

in an unoxidized form, only to be oxidized in the second stage where N,

formation is likely to be less significant. It is also possible that

some of the fuel-nitrogen would not be oxidized in the second stage

and, thus, would be emitted in another, perhaps more hazardous, form

such as NH, HCN, or other nitrogenous hydrocarbons. Some optimization

of the two stage combustion technique is, therefore, required to minimize

the nitric oxide emissions. Some of the tools necessary to study this

method and its optimization are provided in the forms of the kinetic

model and the statistical collision model for the turbulent mixing process.
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TABLE I

Kerosene Fuel Analysis

Gravity API @ 60°F.

BTU per pound HHV

Carbon

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Oxygen by difference

41.4

19783

85.9%

13.4%

0.05%

0.65%
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TABLE II

Conditions of Premixed Flame Experiments

o T (°K)
¢ oI Additive Fuel Tag {"® m Xen (PPM) poe

0.9 0.176 NH,, C HCN ethylene 1910-2090 1900 525-22000 15

C, HN,CH NH, 1985-2035 350-11000

NH,,CH,NH,

C4 HN, CHEN,
CH_NH,

1.25 0.166

1.25 0.195

1.5 0.216 NH, ,CH, , NH,

1.72 0.190 CHEN

1.72 0.305 NH,

0.9 0.209 NH 5

1.1 0.209 NH,

1.2 0.209 NH,

1.3 0.209 NH,

2180-2195 2030

ethylene 1935

2535-2555

2130-2145

2155-2195

2060-2115

1980-2035

3700-7600

1860 490-830

2240 2190-5750

693-4432methane 16

methane 713-4675

methane 753-4932

methane 809-5294

1.4 0.209 NH, methane 1905-1941 859-5625
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APPENDIX

A Test for the Partial Equilibrium Approximation

The partial equilibrium assumption implies that the shuffle reac-

tions between any one species and the remainder of the species within

a constraint are fast enough that the equilibrium is maintained. This

must be true in spite of the fact that the reactions changing the total

level of the constraint may act on only a small portion of the total

constrained species. If the rates of the shuffle reactions are known

or can be estimated, the validity of this assumption may be tested by

drawing a parallel between the partial equilibrium and steady-state

assumptions.

Take as an example the N atom concentration when all of the bound

nitrogen is considered to be described by a single constraint. The

important reactions affecting [N] are:

(1) N + NO =N, +0

(7) NH + O = N + OH

(8) Mi + H=DN +H,

(9) NH + OH = N + H,0

(11) N+O,=N0+0
(12) N + OH = NO + H

The time rate of change of [N] is given by

[Ny] _ + - + a

Tle k, [N] [NO] +k,[N,] [0] +k [NH] [0] k, [N] [OH]
+ - + -

+kg [NH] [H]-kg [N] [E,1+k, [NH] [OH] -k, [N] [H,]
+ - + -

~k, , [NO] [0,1+k,, [NO] [0]-k, , [N] [OH] +k, [NO] [H]
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Assuming the steady state approximation has been achieved, d[N] = 0

and

- + “4 + - -

N]__ _ ky [N,] [0] +k. [NH] [O]+kg [NH] [H]+kg [NH] [OH] +k, [NO] [O1+ky 5 [NO] [H]
+ - - - + +

k, [NOI+k,, [OH] +kg [N]+ky [H,01+k,, [0,]+k, , [OH]

which may be rewritten

g 1+ KkINJIOI/R,
£

Mes = R_ 1 + &amp; ol/=
r * [N01 /R_

Re is the rate of production of N by the exchange reactions responsible

for maintaining the equilibrium within the constraint and R. is the rate

of elimination of N by these same reactions. Thus Re/R_ is the partial

aquilibrium concentration [N] oe It is readily seen that if either

k) [N,)] [O1/R; or k] [NOI /R_ is of order unity or larger the partial

equilibrium will not be maintained even if it has initially been

satisfied.
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